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ABSTRACT

Stare decisis is a fundamental principle of case-based reasoning. Yet its application varies in complexity and depends, in particular, on whether relevant past decisions agree, or exist at all. The contribution of this paper is a formal treatment of types of the hardness of case-based decisions. The typology of hardness is defined in terms of the arguments for and against the issue to be decided, and their kind of validity (conclusive, presumptive, coherent, incoherent). We apply the typology of hardness to Berman and Hafner's research on the dynamics of case-based reasoning and show formally how the hardness of decisions varies with time.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Legal decision-making can be hard, very hard. Its complexities, which have been well-recognized in AI and Law since its early days, are numerous. An early contribution to the discussion of the hardness of legal decision-making in AI and Law is ‘An Artificial Intelligence Approach to Legal Reasoning’, a book by Gardner [9]. In that book, Gardner addresses the distinction between hard and easy cases using ideas from jurisprudence. Following Rissland’s review [18] of the landmark work by Gardner, legal decisions are guided rather than governed by existing law; legal terms are open textured; legal questions can have more than one answer, but a reasonable and timely answer must be given; and the answers to legal questions can change over time. These, and other, such complexities of legal decision-making have been object of much work in AI and Law (cf. also [23]).

But some cases are easier to decide than others. For instance, when all past cases agree on a given legally relevant fact situation, decision-making using the principle of stare decisis can be straightforward. When relevant past cases disagree, things get harder. Sometimes such a conflict of precedents can be resolved, for instance when one precedent is considered a landmark case overturning existing doctrine, or when a precedent comes from a higher level court. But not all conflicts can be resolved, making decision-making harder. Also it can happen that a legally relevant fact situation has no matching precedent, so the stare decisis principle gives no answer.

Paper contribution. As the above examples show, the hardness of case-based decisions comes in different types. It is the topic of this paper to provide a formal theory of the hardness of cases in case-based decision-making. Significant work has been devoted to the nature and dynamics of case-based reasoning (e.g., [1, 2, 5–8, 11, 13–17, 21]), and to the topic of hard cases (e.g., [4, 9, 12]). Yet, to the best of our knowledge, no formal theory has been proposed so far of what makes a current case harder, or less hard, than other cases. We provide such a theory here, by focusing on the following question: is there a typology of how hard it is to make a decision about an issue in case-based reasoning? To answer this question, we propose a formal approach based on the case model formalism [20–22, 25, 26]. We describe a decision-making issue as an argument and its counterargument, and formalize its hardness with the validity of these arguments. We also illustrate the approach with a case study in the dynamics of case-based reasoning (following an example by Berman and Hafner [6–8, 11] as formalized in [21]), and show how hardness varies over time.

Paper outline. Section 2 introduces earlier work in the case model formalism. Section 3 develops a formal theory of hardness. Section 4 shows an application of our approach to a series of concrete legal cases highlighting the development of hardness over time. Section 5 positions our theory within existing literature on case-based decision-making in law. Section 6 concludes. Detailed proof sketches of relevant formal properties are provided throughout the paper.

2 PRELIMINARIES: CASE MODELS

Our approach uses case models [20], a formalism based on a propositional logic language $L$ generated from a finite set of constants. We write $\neg$ for negation, $\land$ for conjunction, $\lor$ for disjunction, $\leftrightarrow$ for equivalence, $\top$ for a tautology, and $\bot$ for a contradiction. The associated classical logical consequence relation is denoted $\models$. Cases can
be compared through the preference relation between cases in case models. A case model is a set of logically consistent, incompatible cases forming a total preorder (i.e., a transitive, total binary relation) representing a preference relation among the cases.

**Definition 1** (Case models [20]) A case model is a pair \( C, \geq \) with finite \( C \subseteq L \), such that, for all \( \pi, \pi', \pi'' \in C \):

1. \( \not\models \pi \vdash \pi' \)
2. If \( \not\models \pi \vdash \pi' \), then \( \models \neg(\pi \land \pi') \)
3. If \( \models \pi \vdash \pi' \), then \( \pi = \pi' \)
4. \( \pi \geq \pi' \) or \( \pi' \geq \pi' \)
5. If \( \pi \geq \pi' \) and \( \pi' \geq \pi'' \), then \( \pi \geq \pi'' \).

As customary, the asymmetric part of \( \geq \) is denoted \( > \). The symmetric part of \( \geq \) is denoted \( \sim \). Intuitively, \( \geq \) means ‘at least as preferred as’. For instance, \( P \land Q \geq P \land \neg Q \) means that the case expressed by \( P \land Q \) is higher than or equally high in the preference ordering than the case expressed by \( P \land \neg Q \).

**Example 1** (121) Cases \( \pi_0 = P \land Q, \pi_1 = P \land \neg Q, \) and \( \pi_2 = \neg P \), and preference relation \( \pi_2 > \pi_0 > \pi_1 \) form a case model (Figure 1).

We move now to the definition of arguments and their validities.

**Definition 2** (Arguments [20]) An argument from \( \chi \) to \( \rho \) is a pair \( (\chi, \rho) \) with \( \chi \) and \( \rho \in L \). For \( \lambda \in L \), if \( \models \chi \vdash \lambda \), \( \lambda \) is a premise of the argument; if \( \models \rho \vdash \lambda \), \( \lambda \) is a conclusion; if \( \models \chi \land \rho \vdash \lambda \), \( \lambda \) is a position made by the argument. We say that \( \chi \) expresses the full premise of the argument, \( \rho \) the full conclusion, and \( \chi \land \rho \) its full position made by the argument.

**Example 2** For instance, \( (P, Q) \) is an argument with \( P \) as its full premise, and \( Q \) as its full conclusion. Sentence \( P \land Q \) is the full position by the argument \( (P, Q) \).

Arguments have three kinds of validities. If the full position made by an argument is logically implied by one of the precedents in a case model, then the argument is *coherently valid* in the case model. If an argument’s conclusion is logically implied by a precedent which is weakly preferred over all precedents that logically imply the argument’s full premise, then the argument is *presumptively valid* in the case model. If all precedents that logically imply the full premise of a coherently valid argument, also logically imply its full conclusion, then the argument is *conclusively valid* in the model.

**Definition 3** (Validity of arguments [20]) Let \( \mathcal{C} = (C, \geq) \) be a case model and \( (\chi, \rho) \) an argument:

1. \( (\chi, \rho) \) is coherent w.r.t. \( \mathcal{C} \) if and only if \( \exists \pi \in C: \pi \models \chi \land \rho \). We then write \( \mathcal{C} \models \chi \Rightarrow \rho \). If \( \not\models \chi \Rightarrow \rho \), then \( (\chi, \rho) \) is incoherent w.r.t. \( \mathcal{C} \). We then write \( \mathcal{C} \not\models \chi \Rightarrow \rho \).
2. \( (\chi, \rho) \) is presumptive w.r.t. \( \mathcal{C} \) if and only if \( \exists \pi \in C \) s.t.:
   a. \( \pi \models \chi \land \rho \); and
   b. for all \( \pi' \in C: \) if \( \pi' \models \chi \), then \( \pi \geq \pi' \).
We then write \( \mathcal{C} \models \chi \Rightarrow \rho \).

The following proposition shows relations between validities.

**Proposition 1** Let \( \mathcal{C} \) be a case model, \( (\chi, \rho) \) be an argument:

1. If \( \models \mathcal{C} \models \chi \Rightarrow \rho \), then \( \models \mathcal{C} \models \chi \Rightarrow \rho \), but not in general vice versa.
2. If \( \models \mathcal{C} \models \chi \Rightarrow \rho \), then \( \models \mathcal{C} \models \chi \Rightarrow \rho \), but not in general vice versa.
3. For all \( \chi, \rho \in L \), either \( \models \mathcal{C} \models \chi \Rightarrow \rho \) or \( \models \mathcal{C} \models \chi \Rightarrow \rho \).

**Proof.** We prove the first claim. The other cases are similar. Observe that since \( (\chi, \rho) \) is coherently valid, by Definition 3, for all \( \pi \in C, \) if \( \pi \models \chi \), then \( \pi \models \chi \land \rho \). Furthermore, a case \( \pi \models \chi \land \rho \) exists again by the definition of conclusive validity. There are two cases. Either such a \( \pi \) is maximally preferred among the cases logically implying \( \chi \), and we have \( \pi \models \chi \land \rho \) as desired. Or it is not. There exists then a maximally preferred \( \pi' \in C \) such that \( \pi' \models \chi \land \rho \) and \( \pi' \geq \pi \). But by the above observation we also have that \( \pi' \models \rho \) as desired. We conclude that \( (\chi, \rho) \) is presumptively valid. \( \Box \)

Figure 2 is an illustration of Proposition 1. Conclusive arguments are presumptively valid, and presumptive arguments are coherently valid. All arguments are either incoherent with respect to the case model (outside the set of coherent arguments), or coherent with respect to the model (inside the set of coherent arguments).

### 3 A FORMAL THEORY OF HARDNESS

We turn to the main theoretical contribution of the paper: a formal approach to compare issues in case models by their hardness.

We start by introducing the key definitions underpinning our theory, in two steps. First we introduce a natural way of ordering arguments by their strength, in essence based on Proposition 1. We show then how this notion can be used also to develop ways in which issues can be compared. We think of issues essentially as pairs of arguments (e.g., the plaintiff’s and the defendant’s arguments): the argument that points to the truth of the issue, an the one that points
to its falsity. Here arguments are premise-conclusion pairs, without considering a possible internal stepwise structure. Based on two natural ways to compare issues, we will define and study an ordering of issues representing their relative hardness.

3.1 Comparing arguments

First we introduce labels for arguments based on their validity.

Definition 4 (Validity labels for arguments) Let \((\chi, \rho)\) be an argument and \(\mathcal{C}\) a case model. Then the validity label of \((\chi, \rho)\) in \(\mathcal{C}\) is denoted \(A_{\mathcal{C}}(\chi, \rho)\) and is defined as follows:

1. \(A_{\mathcal{C}}(\chi, \rho) = \text{conc}\) if and only if \(\chi \Rightarrow \rho\);
2. \(A_{\mathcal{C}}(\chi, \rho) = \text{pres}\) if and only if \(\chi \leadsto \rho\) and \(\chi \not\Rightarrow \rho\);
3. \(A_{\mathcal{C}}(\chi, \rho) = \text{coh}\) if \(\chi \not\Rightarrow \rho\) and \(\chi \not\Rightarrow \rho\);
4. \(A_{\mathcal{C}}(\chi, \rho) = \text{incoh}\) if and only if \(\chi \not\Rightarrow \rho\).

For instance, pres is the label for arguments that are presumptively valid, but not conclusive. Using Figure 2 as an illustration, these arguments are in the presumptive arguments set, but not in the conclusive arguments set. The label incoh is used for arguments that are not coherent. In Figure 2, these arguments are in the set of all arguments, but not in the set of coherent arguments.\(^1\)

Validity labels come with a natural ordering:

Definition 5 (Validity ordering) The validity ordering is the total order \(\geq\) on set \{conc, pres, coh, incoh\} characterized by the following property:\(^2\) \(\text{conc} \geq \text{pres} \geq \text{coh} \geq \text{incoh}\).

Intuitively, based on their validity, arguments with label conc are stronger than arguments with label pres. Similarly, arguments with label pres are stronger than arguments with label coh, and arguments with label coh are stronger than arguments with label incoh.

The following proposition relates argument validities (Definition 3) to validity labels and validity ordering (Definitions 4 and 5).

Proposition 2 Let \((\chi, \rho)\) be an argument and \(\mathcal{C}\) a case model. Then the following hold:

1. \((\chi, \rho)\) is conclusive if and only if \(A_{\mathcal{C}}(\chi, \rho) = \text{conc}\);
2. \((\chi, \rho)\) is presumptive if and only if \(A_{\mathcal{C}}(\chi, \rho) \geq \text{pres}\);
3. \((\chi, \rho)\) is coherent if and only if \(A_{\mathcal{C}}(\chi, \rho) \geq \text{coh}\);
4. \((\chi, \rho)\) is incoherent if and only if \(A_{\mathcal{C}}(\chi, \rho) = \text{incoh}\).

Proof. Immediate using the definitions and Proposition 1. \(\square\)

Using the ordering of arguments their validity label, we can quantify how far apart they are in terms of strength, as follows:

Definition 6 (Validity distance) Let \(v_0\) and \(v_1\) \(\in\) \{conc, pres, coh, incoh\}. Then we define the validity distance \(vd(v_0, v_1)\) as the length of the shortest path from \(v_0\) to \(v_1\) in the validity ordering.

Intuitively, the validity distance between two arguments is the number of steps in the validity ordering \(\geq\) that are needed to go from the label of the weaker argument to the label of the stronger one (of course avoiding loops). Clearly, as \(\geq\) has length 3, the maximal validity distance is 3 and the minimal is 0.

Example 4 In the case model of Figure 1, argument \((P, Q)\) has type pres, and argument \((P, \neg Q)\) has type coh. Hence the validity distance between the validity labels of these two arguments is 1.

3.2 Issues

We introduce now the notion of issue, that is, the specific proposition a case model is supposed to decide about. Our theory concerns precisely the hardness of deciding about the truth or falsity of an issue given a situation in a case model.

Issues and issue types. So an issue is a sentence whose truth or falsity we would like to establish, given a situation. Formally:

Definition 7 (Issues) A situation is a sentence \(\sigma \in L\). A sentence \(t \in L\) is an issue given situation \(\sigma\) (denoted \(\sigma \pm t\)) if and only if \(\sigma \not\vDash t\) and \(\sigma \not\vDash \neg t\).

In other words, an issue for a given situation is a sentence whose truth or falsity is not logically settled by the situation. It is worth observing that \(\sigma \pm t\) is an issue if and only if \(\sigma \not\vDash t\) and \(\sigma \not\vDash \neg t\).

Example 5 For instance, \(P \pm Q\) represents an issue \(Q\) with respect to a situation \(P\).

Importantly, for every issue \(\sigma \pm t\) there are two naturally associated arguments: \((\sigma, t)\) and \((\sigma, \neg t)\). We will study hardness as a relation on the types of those pairs of arguments that correspond to issues.

Given the pair of arguments induced by an issue, we call a type the multi-set (i.e., a set admitting multiple copies of an element) consisting of the validity labels of the two arguments. Formally:

Definition 8 (Types of issues) Let \(\mathcal{C}\) be a case model and \(\sigma \pm t\) an issue. Then the type of the issue, denoted \(T_{\mathcal{C}}(\sigma \pm t)\), is the multi-set:

\[\{A_{\mathcal{C}}(\sigma, t), A_{\mathcal{C}}(\sigma, \neg t)\}\]

Example 6 The type of issue \(P \pm Q\) with respect to the case model in Figure 1 is \{pres, coh\}, as \(A_{\mathcal{C}}(P, Q) =\) pres and \(A_{\mathcal{C}}(P, \neg Q) =\) coh. Not all types are logically possible. The following proposition shows there are in total 7 possible issue types.

Proposition 3 Let \(\mathcal{C}\) be a case model and \(\sigma \pm t\) an issue. Then \(T_{\mathcal{C}}(\sigma \pm t)\) equals one of the following:

1. \{conc, incoh\};
2. \{pres, pres\};
3. \{pres, coh\};
4. \{pres, incoh\};
5. \{coh, coh\};
6. \{coh, incoh\};
7. \{incoh, incoh\}.

Proof. By Definition 4, an argument can have 4 possible labels conc, pres, coh, incoh. There are therefore \(2^4 = 16\) possible multisets of size 2. Let a case model \(\mathcal{C}\) = \{(C, \geq)\} and an issue \(\sigma \pm t\) be given. We split the proof in two parts. First, we reason by cases and for a multiset \(\{v_0, v_1\}\) (for which we can assume \(v_0 \geq v_1\)) we show what values among conc, pres, coh, incoh \(v_1\) can take once we fix \(v_0\). Then we display examples showing the types listed in the statement are possible.

\[v_0 = \text{conc}\quad \text{then } v_1 \in \{\text{conc, pres, coh, incoh}\}\] If \(A_{\mathcal{C}}(\sigma, t) =\) conc, by Definition 3, for each \(\pi \in C\) with \(\pi \vDash \sigma\), we have \(\pi \vDash \sigma \land t\). Then since cases are consistent, \(\pi \not\vDash \sigma \land \neg t\), so \(A_{\mathcal{C}}(\sigma, \neg t) =\) incoh.
and the types \{conc, conc\}, \{conc, pres\}, and \{conc, coh\} are not possible. Similarly, when \(A_{Q}(\sigma, \cdot) = v_0\). Therefore, \(T_{Q}(\sigma \pm t)\) is equal to \{conc, incoh\}.

\(v_0 = \text{pres}\) Then \(v_1 \in \{\text{pres, coh, incoh}\}\) and \(A_{Q}(\sigma, \cdot) \in \{\text{pres, coh, incoh}\}\). Similarly, when \(A_{Q}(\sigma, \cdot) = v_0\). Therefore, \(T_{Q}(\sigma \pm t)\) is equal to \{pres, pres\}, \{pres, coh\}, or \{pres, incoh\}.

\(v_0 = \text{coh}\) Then \(v_1 \in \{\text{coh, incoh}\}\), and \(T_{Q}(\sigma \pm t)\) is equal to \{coh, coh\} or \{coh, incoh\}.

\(v_0 = \text{incoh}\) Then \(v_1 \in \text{incoh}\) and \(T_{Q}(\sigma \pm t)\) is \{incoh, incoh\}.

Now we give an example for each possible type. For \{conc, incoh\}, let \(C\) be a case model with only one case \(\sigma_0 = P \land Q, P \pm Q\) for issues. \(T_{Q}(P \pm Q) = \{\text{conc, incoh}\}\). Let \(C\) be a case model with cases \(\sigma_0 = P \land Q\) and \(\sigma_1 = P \land Q\) an issue. For \{pres, pres\}, if \(C\) has a preference relation \(\sigma_0 \sim \sigma_1\), then \(T_{Q}(P \pm Q) = \{\text{pres, pres}\}\).

For \{pres, incoh\}, let \(C\) be a case model with cases \(\sigma_0 = P \land Q\) and \(\sigma_1 = P \land Q, P \pm Q\) an issue. If \(C\) has a preference relation \(\sigma_0 > \sigma_1\), then \(T_{Q}(P \pm Q) = \{\text{pres, incoh}\}\).

For \{coh, coh\}, let \(C\) be a case model with cases \(\sigma_0 = P\), \(\sigma_1 = P \land Q\), and \(\sigma_2 = P \land Q, P \pm Q\) an issue. If \(C\) has a preference relation \(\sigma_0 > \sigma_1, \sigma_2\), then \(T_{Q}(P \pm Q) = \{\text{coh, coh}\}\).

For \{coh, incoh\}, let \(C\) be a case model with cases \(\sigma_0 = P\), \(\sigma_1 = P \land Q\), \(\sigma_2 = P \land Q, P \pm Q\) an issue. If \(C\) has a preference relation \(\sigma_0 > \sigma_1\), then \(T_{Q}(P \pm Q) = \{\text{coh, incoh}\}\).

For \{incoh, incoh\}, let \(C\) be a case model only with case \(\sigma_0 = P, P \pm Q\) an issue. Then \(T_{Q}(P \pm Q) = \{\text{incoh, incoh}\}\).

Proposition 3 depends on the preference relation between cases in \(C\) to be general. If restrictions are imposed on that preference relation, fewer types may be possible. In particular, if such a preference relation is trivial (in the sense that all cases are at least as preferred as all other cases), like in the case models representing HYPO examples [25], then only 4 types are possible: \{conc,incoh\}, \{pres,incoh\}, \{pres,pres\} and \{incoh,incoh\} since then a coherent argument is always presumptive.

Comparing issues. There are two natural ways in which to compare types. They can be compared by the relative strength of their validity labels, or by the distance of their labels. Formally:

**Definition 9 (Type orderings)** Let \(\{v_0, v_1\}\) and \(\{v_0', v_1'\}\) be types. We define two binary relations \(\succeq_r\) and \(\succeq_d\) \(\subseteq\) \{conc, pres, coh, incoh\} as follows:

\[
(1) \quad \{v_0, v_1\} \succeq_r \{v_0', v_1'\} \text{ if and only if } v_0 \geq v_0' \text{ and } v_1 \geq v_1,' \text{ or } v_0 \geq v_1' \text{ and } v_1 \geq v_0'.
\]

\[
(2) \quad \{v_0, v_1\} \succeq_d \{v_0', v_1'\} \text{ if and only if } \text{vd}(v_0, v_1) \geq \text{vd}(v_0', v_1').
\]

The asymmetric parts of \(\succeq_r\) and \(\succeq_d\) are respectively denoted \(\succ_r\) and \(\succ_d\). Their symmetric parts are respectively denoted \(\sim_r\) and \(\sim_d\).

Intuitively, relation \(\succeq_r\) orders types by the strength of their validity labels defined in Definition 5. So higher types in \(\succeq_r\) pertain issues involving stronger arguments, while lower types in \(\succeq_r\) pertain issues involving weaker arguments. Instead, relation \(\succeq_d\) orders types by how far apart the labels within the type are from each other. So higher types in \(\succeq_d\) pertain issues involving arguments containing a strong and a weak argument, while lower types in \(\succeq_d\) pertain issues involving arguments of similar strength.

![Figure 3: Hasse diagram of \(\succeq_r\). The numbered columns depict the equivalence classes of \(\succeq_d\) (one per distance from 0 to 3).](image)

**Example 7** Continuing on Example 6, we have:

\[
\{\text{pres,coh}\} \succeq_r \{\text{incoh, incoh}\}; \\
\{\text{pres, coh}\} \succeq_d \{\text{incoh, incoh}\}.
\]

We will see these relations at work in the definition of hardness ordering provided in the next subsection. For now it is important to observe that these relations are well-behaved:

**Proposition 4** We have that:

1. \(\succeq_r\) is a partial order, which is not total;
2. \(\succeq_d\) is a total preorder, which is not antisymmetric.

**Proof.** Claim 1. By Definition 9, \(\succeq_r\) inherits the properties of \(\succeq\) (Definition 5) and is therefore reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive; hence a partial order. However, it is not total since some types are incomparable, for instance \{conc,incoh\} and \{pres,coh\} can not be compared since conc \(\preceq\) pres while incoh \(\preceq\) coh.

Claim 2. By Definitions 9 and 6, an integer is associated to each type. Then \(\succeq_d\) inherits the properties of the integer \(\succeq\) relation: reflexivity, transitivity and totality. However, it is not antisymmetric, for instance, \{pres,coh\} \(\succeq_d\) \{coh, incoh\} and \{coh, incoh\} \(\succeq_d\) \{pres,coh\} (both have validity distance 1), but \{pres,coh\} \(\preceq\) \{coh, incoh\}. □

Relations \(\succeq_r\) and \(\succeq_d\) are depicted in Figure 3.

### 3.3 Hardness

We view hardness as a relation between issues: harder vs. easier issues. The intuition that guides our definition is based on the relations \(\succeq_d\) and \(\succeq_r\) introduced in the previous section. An issue is ‘easy’ if the validity labels of the two arguments involved in the issue are far apart by their validity distance: the stronger argument prevails. By means of illustration, an issue where the two arguments are one of type conc and one of type incoh will be easy to decide. It is ‘hard’ if, vice versa, the validity labels of the two arguments involved in the issue are close by validity distance. The prototypical case consists of arguments with the same validity label. It is in such cases that one can then use relation \(\succeq_r\) to distinguish among issues whose arguments have same validity distance. Intuitively, if two issues both involve arguments with the same validity distance—like for instance \{pres,coh\} and \{coh, incoh\}—it is the issue involving stronger arguments that is arguably ‘easier’.

These intuitions back the definition of hardness as an ordering over issue types, which is based on the lexicographic combination.
of $\succeq_d$ and $\succeq_v$. In our definition of the hardness ordering, an issue type that is higher in the ordering is ‘easier’.

**Definition 10** (Hardness ordering) Let $\mathcal{C}_1, \mathcal{C}_2$ be two case models and $\sigma \pm t$ and $\sigma' \pm t'$ two issues. The hardness ordering $\succeq_h$ is a binary relation over types defined as follows.

$$T_{\mathcal{C}_1}(\sigma \pm t) \succeq_h T_{\mathcal{C}_2}(\sigma' \pm t')$$

if and only if:

1. $T_{\mathcal{C}_1}(\sigma \pm t) \sim_d T_{\mathcal{C}_2}(\sigma' \pm t')$, or
2. $T_{\mathcal{C}_1}(\sigma \pm t) \succ_d T_{\mathcal{C}_2}(\sigma' \pm t')$ and $T_{\mathcal{C}_1}(\sigma \pm t) \succeq_v T_{\mathcal{C}_2}(\sigma' \pm t')$.

The asymmetric (symmetric) part of $\succeq_h$ is denoted $\succeq_h$ ($\prec_h$).

**Example 8** In the case model shown in Figure 1, $T_{\mathcal{C}_1}(P \pm Q) = \{\text{pres}, \text{incoh}\}$, $T_{\mathcal{C}_2}(P \pm Q) = \{\text{incoh}, \text{incoh}\}$. By the hardness ordering, $T_{\mathcal{C}_1}(P \pm Q) \succeq_h T_{\mathcal{C}_2}(P \pm Q)$.

We now show that our definition of hardness is well-behaved. In particular, it is transitive and can compare any pair of issue types.

**Theorem 1** The relation $\succeq_h$ is a total order.

**Proof.** We need to prove that $\succeq_h$ is transitive, antisymmetric and total. Let $x, y, z$ be issue types.

- **Transitivity** Assume $x \succeq_h y$ and $y \succeq_h z$. There are 4 circumstances:
  1. If $x \succ_d y$ and $y \succ_d z$, then by Proposition 4, $x \succ_d z$, hence by Definition 10, $x \succeq_h z$;
  2. If $x \succ_d y$ and $y \succeq_d z$, then by Definition 9, $x \succ_d z$, hence by Definition 10, $x \succeq_h z$;
  3. If $x \succeq_d y$ and $y \succ_d z$, then by Definition 9, $x \succ_d z$, hence by Definition 10, $x \succeq_h z$;
  4. If $x \succeq_d y$ and $y \succeq_d z$, then by Definition 10, $x \succeq_v y$ and $y \succeq_v z$.

Then by Proposition 4, $x \succeq_h z$, hence $x \succeq_h z$.

- **Totality** For types $x$ and $y$, if the validity distance between the arguments in $x$ is not equal to the validity distance in $y$, then by Definition 10 and Proposition 4, $x$ and $y$ are comparable via $\succeq_h$ because of the relation $\succeq_d$. If the validity distance between the arguments in $x$ is equal to the validity distance in $y$, then by Definition 10, $x$ and $y$ are comparable via $\succeq_h$ using $\succeq_v$.

- **Antisymmetry** If $x \succeq_h y$ and $y \succeq_h x$, then by Definition 10, $x \succeq_d y$, $y \succeq_d x$, hence $x \sim_d y$ and therefore $x \sim_d y$, $y \sim_d x$. Then using Proposition 4, we find $x = y$. Hence $\succeq_h$ is asymmetric. □

The hardness ordering is depicted in Figure 4. The formal notion of hardness captured by Definition 10 provides us with a systematic way to categorize easy and hard decisions in case-based reasoning, once represented within the case model formalism. The remaining of the paper is dedicated to putting this formal notion of hardness to the test by further discussing the intuitions underpinning it, and putting it at work in concrete examples of case-based decisions.

### 3.4 An illustration of the theory

We now give examples that are meant to illustrate all possible types of an issue (summarized in Figure 5). In the next section, we will give a realistic example for discussing the hardness of issues.

We assume there are two possible outcomes for the current situation to be considered. We represent the current situation as $\text{SITUATION}$, the two possible outcomes as $\text{OUTCOME}_1$ and $\text{OUTCOME}_2$.

The issues to consider are as follows:

1. Whether the current situation should have $\text{OUTCOME}_1$ or not, represented as $\text{SITUATION} \pm \text{OUTCOME}_1$.
2. Whether the current situation should have $\text{OUTCOME}_2$ or not, represented as $\text{SITUATION} \pm \text{OUTCOME}_2$.

The situation is decided based on testimony, where the witness can have expert knowledge, or not. Therefore, depending on the knowledge of the witness, the value of the witness varies. If the witness is an expert (represented as $\text{EXPERT}$), the outcome has stronger support than if the person is not an expert (represented as $\neg \text{EXPERT}$).

Now we focus on issue $\text{SITUATION} \pm \text{OUTCOME}_1$. Figure 5 shows examples of case models for each type of the issue listed in Proposition 3, from which we can see that the cases with an expert witness ($\text{EXPERT}$) are more preferred than the cases with $\neg \text{EXPERT}$, as suggested by the size of boxes.

In the $\{\text{conc}, \text{incoh}\}$ model, there is only one case, namely, an expert predicts that the situation should have $\text{OUTCOME}_1$. In this model, argument ($\text{SITUATION}, \text{OUTCOME}_1$) in $\text{SITUATION} \pm \text{OUTCOME}_1$ is conclusive, namely all decisions in this model are for having $\text{OUTCOME}_1$, which makes $\text{OUTCOME}_1$ seem like a natural consequence. And there is no support for other decisions.

Comparing the $\{\text{conc}, \text{incoh}\}$ model with the $\{\text{pres}, \text{incoh}\}$ model, where there are decisions based on both an expert and a non-expert. For issue $\text{SITUATION} \pm \text{OUTCOME}_1$ in the $\{\text{pres}, \text{incoh}\}$ model, argument ($\text{SITUATION}, \text{OUTCOME}_1$) has label pres, which makes the decision of $\text{OUTCOME}_1$ stronger. However, comparing with the same issue in the $\{\text{conc}, \text{incoh}\}$ model, it becomes less strong, since there is also a case that implies another outcome ($\text{OUTCOME}_2$) in the $\{\text{pres}, \text{incoh}\}$ model, even though the argument for $\text{OUTCOME}_2$ is only with $\text{incoh}$. As the cases do not all point to $\text{OUTCOME}_1$, issue $\text{SITUATION} \pm \text{OUTCOME}_1$ is harder in the $\{\text{pres}, \text{incoh}\}$ model.

In the $\{\text{pres}, \text{coh}\}$ model, the issue $\text{SITUATION} \pm \text{OUTCOME}_1$ is again harder than in the $\{\text{pres}, \text{incoh}\}$ model. Argument ($\text{SITUATION}, \text{OUTCOME}_1$) is still stronger (pres), however, the other argument about $\text{SITUATION} \pm \text{OUTCOME}_1$, i.e., ($\text{SITUATION}, \neg \text{OUTCOME}_1$), is not incoherent anymore. There is a case in the model with $\neg \text{OUTCOME}_1$, which indicates that it is possible that the situation should not have $\text{OUTCOME}_1$, even though it is from a non-expert source. The coherent but opposite decisions make the issue become harder.
In the \{coh,incoh\} model, SITUATION \pm OUTCOME_1 is harder than in the \{pres,coh\} model, since for argument (SITUATION, OUTCOME_1, pres), it is less preferable as the testimony for OUTCOME_1 is made by a non-expert. For (SITUATION, \neg OUTCOME_1), there is no support. Comparing with the \{pres,coh\} model, there is no expert testimony about the issue, which makes the consideration of this issue harder.

In the \{pres, pres\} model, issue SITUATION \pm OUTCOME_1 is harder than in the \{coh, incoh\} model, even though the testimony for OUTCOME_1 is from an expert, namely a more preferable source. This is because its counterargument (SITUATION, \neg OUTCOME_1) is also based on an expert, which makes both having OUTCOME_1 and not having OUTCOME_1 have strong support, hence harder to solve than in the \{coh, incoh\} model, where there is no one who testifies that the situation should not have OUTCOME_1.

In the \{coh, coh\} model, issue SITUATION \pm OUTCOME_1 is harder than in the \{pres, pres\} model. Even though in both of the models, the arguments for having OUTCOME_1 and for not having it are as strong as each other, type \{coh, coh\} still indicates that the testimonies are from less preferable sources (non-expert), and because of this, the consideration of the issue becomes harder.

Type \{incoh, incoh\} is the hardest one. As shown in Figure 5, there is completely no decision about issue SITUATION \pm OUTCOME_1, hence the consideration of the issue is the hardest as there is nothing that can be referred to.

**4 HARDNESS OVER TIME**

In this section, we apply our approach to model case-based decision-making in a real legal domain from the United States, and discuss the development of precedential value in a series of relevant cases by following the research developed by Berman and Hafner [8, 11] and Verheij [21].

The cases we show here are tort cases from New York, which are about car accidents, and which rule should be applied when different jurisdictions are relevant. For instance, when people drive from New York and have an accident in Ontario, which rule should be followed, Ontario’s or New York’s?

**Smith v. Clute** 277 N.Y. 407, 14 N.E.2d 455 (1938): The claim was in tort law (driver negligence). The territorial rule applies.

**Kerfoot v. Kelley** 294 N.Y. 288, 62 N.E.2d 74 (1945): The claim was in tort law (driver negligence). The territorial rule applies.

**Auten v. Auten** 308 N.Y. 155, 124 N.E.2d 99 (1954): The claim was in contract law (enforce a child support agreement). The center-of-gravity rule applies.

**Kaufman v. American Youth Hostels** 5 N.Y.2d 1016 (1959): The claim was in tort law (travel guide negligence). The territorial rule applies.

**Haag v. Barnes** 9 N.Y.2d 554, 175 N.E.2d 441, 216 N.Y.S. 2d 65 (1961): The claim was in contract law (reopen a child support agreement). The center-of-gravity rule applies.

**Kilberg v. Northeast Airlines** 9 N.Y.2d 34, 172 N.E.2d 526, 211 N.Y.S.2d 133 (1961): The claim was in tort law (common carrier negligence). The territorial rule is partly applied, and there is an exception for the damages part of the case.

**Babcock v. Jackson** 12 N.Y.2d 473, 191 N.E.2d 279, 473 N.Y.S.2d 279 (1963): The claim was in tort law (driver negligence). Considering the case model constructed in [21], also shown in Figure 6, where it consists of 7 cases. They are represented by factors for the plaintiff’s name (SMITH, KERFOOT, etc.), the year of the decision (1938, 1945, etc.), the kind of case (TORT for a tort case, CONTRACT for a contract case), and the jurisdiction choice rule (TERRITORY for entirely applying the territorial rule, EXCEPTION for partly applying the territorial rule while making an exception for the damages part of the case, and GRAVITY for applying the center-of-gravity rule).

The preference relation among these cases is denoted by the size of the boxes directly, namely, the Babcock case is more preferred over the others.

**Figure 6: The development of precedential values in cases [21]**
than other cases, which are preferentially equivalent. Since the Babcock case is a landmark case that overriding previous cases, by which the center-of-gravity approach is established for tort law [11, 21]. We also apply the background theory of all cases in the case model set in [21], namely, the plaintiff names exclude each other pairwise (¬(SMITH ∧ KERFOOT), etc.), and similarly for the decision years (¬(1938 ∧ 1945), etc.), the kinds of cases (¬(TORT ∧ CONTRACT)) and the choice rules (¬(TERRITORY ∧ EXCEPTION), etc.).

We analyze the development of the jurisdiction choice rule by restricting the case model to the cases up and until a particular year. For instance, we write $E'(1954)$ for the set consisting of the three cases Smith, Kerfoot and Auten dating from 1954 or before [21]. The issues that we want to analyze in this series of cases are about the development of the jurisdiction choice rule in tort law cases. They are shown as follows:

1. $TORT \pm TERRITORY$, which is associated with arguments: 
   $(TORT, TERRITORY)$ and $(TORT, \neg TERRITORY)$;
2. $TORT \pm GRAVITY$, which is associated with arguments: 
   $(TORT, GRAVITY)$ and $(TORT, \neg GRAVITY)$;
3. $TORT \pm EXCEPTION$, which is associated with arguments: 
   $(TORT, EXCEPTION)$ and $(TORT, \neg EXCEPTION)$;
4. $\top \pm GRAVITY$, which is associated with arguments: 
   $(\top, GRAVITY)$ and $(\top, \neg GRAVITY)$.

Issue $TORT \pm TERRITORY$ is about whether a tort law case should entirely apply the territorial rule or not. $TORT \pm GRAVITY$ is about whether a tort law case should apply the center-of-gravity rule or not. $TORT \pm EXCEPTION$ is about whether a tort law case should partly follow the territorial rule and make an exception for the damages part of the case. And $\top \pm GRAVITY$ is about the applied status of the center-of-gravity rule in a general sense.

The validity of the arguments listed above has been discussed in [21]. As we show in Section 3, the hardness of an issue is determined by the validity of the arguments that it associates with. For instance, the hardness of issue $TORT \pm TERRITORY$ in 1938 with respect to case model $E'(1938)$ is:

$$T_{E'(1938)}(TORT \pm TERRITORY) = \{\text{conc, incoh}\}$$

which is determined by the validity of the following arguments:

$$A_{E'(1938)}(TORT, TERRITORY) = \text{conc}$$
$$A_{E'(1938)}(TORT, \neg TERRITORY) = \text{incoh}$$

$TORT \pm TERRITORY$ becomes harder in 1961, since the hardness of the issue in $E'(1961)$ is $\{\text{pres, pres}\}$. Notice that according to Definition 4, we consider the labels of arguments $(TORT, TERRITORY)$ and $(TORT, \neg TERRITORY)$ in $E'(1961)$ as pres rather than coh.

Based on the validity of the relevant arguments, we summarize the hardness of issues with respect to case models by years in Table 1. The trends of the hardness of issues is shown in Figure 7, from which we have the following observations about the hardness of issues:

1. When the center-of-gravity rule is introduced in general (1954) and into the tort law domain (1963), the issues about the GRAVITY rule become harder.
2. The issues related to the territorial rule become harder correspondingly when the court shows doubt on the rule by making an exception for the damages part of a tort case.
3. When the center-of-gravity rule is introduced by a landmark case (with higher preference), which makes the rule more preferred, not only the issue about this rule becomes harder, but also other issues are affected (become easier).

In general, after finally making the GRAVITY rule as the primary one in 1963, the 4 tort law-relevant issues remain the same hardness, as in 1945 when the primary one is the territorial rule. However, more options makes the consideration of applying rules becomes harder.

The first observation can be illustrated by the introduction of the center-of-gravity rule. In 1954, the center-of-gravity rule starts to be considered by the New York courts in a general sense, even it has no effect on the hardness of issues $TORT \pm TERRITORY$ and $TORT \pm GRAVITY$, it does make issue $\top \pm GRAVITY$ become harder than in 1945:

$$T_{E'(1954)}(\top \pm GRAVITY) > h T_{E'(1945)}(\top \pm GRAVITY).$$

This is because, before 1954, it is clear that the GRAVITY rule is not considered in the court as argument $(\top, GRAVITY)$ is with incoh and $(\top, \neg GRAVITY)$ is with conc. However, the Auten case introduces this rule to the series of case models and makes both of the arguments become presumptive. The introduction not only makes $(\top, GRAVITY)$ stronger and $(\top, \neg GRAVITY)$ weaker but also shortens the validity distance between the validity labels of the two opposite arguments in the issue. Because of the shorter distance, considering whether the center-of-gravity rule should be generally considered or not becomes harder than before. Similarly, after introducing the center-of-gravity rule into the tort law domain (by the Babcock case in 1963), we can see the same trend as in 1954.

The second observation is about the exception in a tort law case that applied the territorial rule, which is introduced by the Kilberg case in 1961. After this case is added into the model, it has no effect on the hardness of issues that related to the GRAVITY rule:

$$T_{E'(1961)}(TORT \pm GRAVITY) = h T_{E'(1959)}(TORT \pm GRAVITY);$$
$$T_{E'(1961)}(\top \pm GRAVITY) = h T_{E'(1959)}(\top \pm GRAVITY).$$

Both $TORT \pm TERRITORY$ and $TORT \pm EXCEPTION$ become harder:

$$T_{E'(1961)}(TORT \pm TERRITORY) > h T_{E'(1959)}(TORT \pm TERRITORY);$$
$$T_{E'(1961)}(TORT \pm EXCEPTION) > h T_{E'(1959)}(TORT \pm EXCEPTION).$$

This is because the exception makes the consideration of the territorial rule in the tort law domain become more complex, as now the courts need to think of whether there will be an exception or not.

The third observation is for the introduction of the landmark case (Babcock), introducing the center-of-gravity rule in the tort law domain. This makes issue $TORT \pm GRAVITY$ harder:

$$T_{E'(1963)}(TORT \pm GRAVITY) > h T_{E'(1961)}(TORT \pm GRAVITY),$$

and other relevant issues easier:

$$T_{E'(1963)}(TORT \pm TERRITORY) > h T_{E'(1961)}(TORT \pm TERRITORY);$$
$$T_{E'(1963)}(TORT \pm EXCEPTION) > h T_{E'(1961)}(TORT \pm EXCEPTION);$$
$$T_{E'(1963)}(\top \pm GRAVITY) > h T_{E'(1961)}(\top \pm GRAVITY).$$

These trends can be explained from an intuitive perspective. Since from 1963, the GRAVITY rule becomes primary, for other options, the more preferable way is not applying them, hence make the issues that they associated with easier. But for the $TORT \pm GRAVITY$, it becomes harder as we explained in the first observation above.

In the last observation, we find that after the GRAVITY becomes primary in 1963, all the tort law-relevant issues remain the same hardness as they were before 1954. The only difference is that the
Table 1: Hardness of issues in different years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>TORT ± TERRITORY</th>
<th>TORT ± GRAVITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1938-59</td>
<td>[conc, incoh]</td>
<td>(TORT, TERRITORY): conc</td>
<td>(TORT, GRAVITY): incoh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(TORT, ¬TERRITORY): incoh</td>
<td>(TORT, ¬GRAVITY): conc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>[pres, pres]</td>
<td>(TORT, TERRITORY): pres</td>
<td>(TORT, GRAVITY): incoh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(TORT, ¬TERRITORY): pres</td>
<td>(TORT, ¬GRAVITY): conc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>[pres, coh]</td>
<td>(TORT, TERRITORY): coh</td>
<td>(TORT, GRAVITY): pres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(TORT, ¬TERRITORY): pres</td>
<td>(TORT, ¬GRAVITY): coh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>TORT ± EXCEPTION</th>
<th>TORT ± GRAVITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1938-59</td>
<td>[conc, incoh]</td>
<td>(TORT, EXCEPTION): incoh</td>
<td>(T, GRAVITY): incoh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(TORT, ¬EXCEPTION): conc</td>
<td>(T, ¬GRAVITY): conc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>[pres, pres]</td>
<td>(TORT, EXCEPTION): pres</td>
<td>(T, GRAVITY): pres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(TORT, ¬EXCEPTION): pres</td>
<td>(T, ¬GRAVITY): pres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>[pres, coh]</td>
<td>(TORT, EXCEPTION): coh</td>
<td>(T, GRAVITY): pres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(TORT, ¬EXCEPTION): pres</td>
<td>(T, ¬GRAVITY): coh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Development of hardness over time for different issues in the series of tort cases

more preferred rule shifts from the TERRITORY rule to the GRAVITY rule. Moreover, we can see that making the choice of which rule should be applied in 1963 is harder than before 1954. This can be connected to our first observation. Before 1954, there is only one jurisdiction choice rule to be considered, as the argument for applying the TERRITORY rule is conclusive (in \( \forall (1938) \) and \( \forall (1945) \)), and the argument for applying the GRAVITY rule is incoherent (in \( \forall (1938) \) and \( \forall (1945) \)). Therefore, if a current case is given in the year before 1954, by following the precedents, applying the territorial rule in the current case will be a more preferable choice. In 1963, even though the GRAVITY rule has already become more preferred than other choices, the consideration of which rule should be applied still becomes more complex. This is because there are new cases that introduce new choices about the rule application during this period. More choices make the consideration of the application harder.

5 DISCUSSION

In this section, we position our formal theory of the hardness of case-based decisions with respect to related research.

The development of hardness over time. The dynamics of case-based reasoning has for instance been addressed in [11, 13, 14] in terms of rules, values, and reasons, and there changes in these elements are associated with the handling of hard cases. As we show in Section 4, our approach is also relevant for the dynamics in case-based reasoning. We extend the analysis of a series of New York tort cases in [11, 21] with types of issues, from where we find that even though new cases can strengthen an argument’s validity, the hardness of issues may also increase.

Our approach gives insight into the five temporal patterns listed in [11, Section 4.2] (also discussed in [21]), providing a different angle in terms of the hardness typology.

(1) A general shift in the relative priority of competing purposes. The *Auten* and *Haag* cases introduce the center-of-gravity rule into the contract cases, and let GRAVITY become a presumptive conclusion in general, whereas it was incoherent. However, argument (TORT, GRAVITY) is not yet coherent. From the issue perspective, the *Auten* case makes the general consideration of the GRAVITY rule \( (T \pm GRAVITY) \) harder (from
The approach we present here continues the discussion in [25], where we find that ‘using an incoherent argument can make sense and break new ground. A decision based on such an argument can be considered as going beyond the current legal status modeled in the precedent model.’ We can further interpret this idea with the results we get from the case study in Section 4. For instance, after introducing the center-of-gravity rule into the tort law domain in 1963 by the Babcock case, the validity of the argument for applying the rule in a tort law case, namely (TORT, GRAVITY), shifts from incoh to pres. Even though the validity of the argument becomes stronger, the associated issue TORT±GRAVITY becomes harder, and the validity distance between the validity labels of the two arguments in the issue is shortened, namely, making the other argument weaker.

It could be interesting to enrich the series of cases discussed in Section 4 to include what happened after the Babcock case. Other series of cases that are well-known in AI and Law are also interesting to look at using the hardness theory we developed, for instance, the cases about product liability and privity [3, 13, 15]. Also, since the case model we show in the case study does not have all the possible types in a real legal domain, it can be interesting to investigate whether such a complete case study can be made, in order to better understand the hardness of issues in an actual decision-making process. Natural developments are also to connect our hardness typology in terms of kinds of validity to proof standards [10] and to consider the development of hardness over time in terms of argumentation schemes for case-based reasoning [24]. It would also be interesting to explore the hardness of issues under different preference orderings than significance, for instance, in terms of court levels.

From hardness of issues to easy and hard cases. As discussed by Gardner [9], hard cases is a main topic in law. Rissland summarizes that hard cases in law can arise in three ways [18]:

1. there exist competing legal rules;
2. there exist unresolved predicates; and
3. there exist competing cases.

Our formalism has the potential for modeling the hard cases discussed by Gardner. Competing cases and legal rules can be associated with issues with types {pres,coh}, {pres,pres}, and {coh,coh}. As in these types, the conclusions of arguments involved are opposite to each other, hence form a competing relation. Unresolved predicates can be associated with issues that do not contain conclusive arguments, namely, the same premise can lead to different conclusions. If we treat these predicates as the premises, their indicated meaning as the conclusions, we can analyze the meaning of unresolved predicates as leaving room for debate, hence leading to cases that are harder in the typology. Hence it seems interesting for future research to connect the hardness of issues to insights on easy and hard cases. For instance, there is a connection to Dworkin’s famous idea (see e.g. [19, p. 488f.]) that for the perfect, Herculanean judge, there is one right solution for all cases, including the hard ones. In our hardness typology, there is a variety of options. Sometimes there is exactly one solution, namely in the types {conc,incoh}, {pres,incoh} and {coh,incoh}. In {incoh,incoh} there is no stare decisis solution. In {pres,pres} and {coh,coh}, there are two equally preferred solutions, and in {pres,coh}, there are two of which one is strictly preferred over the other. Also, consider the characterization of hard cases in [12] that they require an a-rational decision.
making process. In our typology, this characterization applies to \{\text{incoh},\text{incoh}\}, where there is no solution, and also to \{\text{pres},\text{pres}\} and \{\text{coh},\text{coh}\}, where none of the two choices is preferred. These situations require the construction of a new, persuasive theory of the case and its solution, as suggested by [16].

Also, our hardness theory uses a fixed preference ordering, and it seems relevant to consider a dynamic perspective as a topic of future research in order to address changes legal and societal changes.

**Hardness of issues in case-based reasoning with factors.** The discussion about current situations with precedents in case-based reasoning with factors, such as HYPO/CATO, is also relevant to our approach about hardness of issues. As discussed in [25], HYPO examples can be modeled in case models in which all cases are equally preferred. In Section 3.2, we show that this kind of case model constrains the possible types of issues. Therefore, issues that occurred in HYPO-style reasoning will have a special hardness typology, a subset of the general typology. Further investigation seems to be in place. For instance, connecting the hardness of issues to argument moves, such as analogizing and distinguishing a current situation with precedents, could be an interesting line of further research.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we model the hardness of case-based decisions in terms of arguments, and their kind of validity. In the approach, we describe a decision-making problem as an issue in a situation in terms of an argument and a counterargument. The hardness of an issue is represented by the validity of the two associated arguments (conclusive, presumptive, coherent, incoherent). We also define an ordering that shows which issues are harder, and which easier. Building on work by Berman and Hafner, we apply our approach to discuss the hardness of the issues that arose in a series of legal cases. It turns out that we can formally show the varying hardness of issues in the temporal development of case-based reasoning.

The hardness approach is relevant in the understanding of case-based decision-making using stare decisis as it formally describes the complexity of decision making in different circumstances. In the discussion, we further suggested that it seems interesting to connect our hardness approach to other research. Although the approach here has been applied to issues in hard cases in law, it could be interesting to consider whether our hardness typology, based on propositional logic, is relevant in other domains where example-based reasoning is relevant (such as in medical diagnosis). As the analysis of argument validity we use, is consistent with probabilistic methods [20], the connection between the hardness of issues and the validity of arguments may also lead to insights on the hardness of decision-making in hybrid AI systems involving both knowledge and data. In this way, the approach can be developed to support the relevance of AI & Law research for AI generally (cf. [23]).
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